PRESS RELEASE
HANSA HEAVY LIFT expands in Latin America
HANSA HEAVY LIFT has opened a new office in Sao Paulo, Brazil, as part of ongoing expansion
plans.
The new set up will be managed by Gilberto Lima, who joins from Wasa Projects and Logistics
Ltd. and has three decades of experience in shipping, much of it with a focus on project and
heavy lift cargo.
“HANSA HEAVY LIFT has the largest fleet in the heavy lift market, with ships that are on average
only four years old,” said Gilberto Lima, Managing Director HANSA HEAVY LIFT DO BRASIL.
“We are looking forward to introducing our Latin American customers to the benefits of those
specialized vessels and the care of our team of experts.”
The Brazil office opened at the beginning of February, just one month after HANSA HEAVY
LIFT’s new Australian branch was set up. HANSA HEAVY LIFT has expanded to have five offices,
in Perth / Australia, Houston / USA, Sao Paulo / Brazil, Singapore and headquarters in Hamburg /
Germany as well as eleven exclusive agents worldwide.
“Latin America is an important and vibrant market for the heavy lift industry,” said Joerg Roehl,
Chief Commercial Officer of HANSA HEAVY LIFT. “We are delighted that Gilberto is joining our
group and adds his extensive experience within the heavy lift industry to the team.”
HANSA HEAVY LIFT will be exhibiting at the Intermodal South America show in Sao Paulo from
the first to the third of April. The Brazilian team will also be joined on booth number G45 by
senior members of the management team.
Office address & Contact:
HANSA HEAVY LIFT DO BRASIL
Rua Maestro Cardim Nr.1293
Suite 94 - 9º andar - Paraiso.
Sao Paulo
Brazil CEP 01323 – 001
Phone: +55 11 3149 4466
E-Mail: brazil@hansaheavylift.com

About HANSA HEAVY LIFT
HANSA HEAVY LIFT GmbH specialises in Super Heavy Lift, Heavy Lift and Project Cargo. The company is a
world market leader in the heavy lift business and operates a modern fleet of 24 vessels which are on
average four years old. The Team is committed to quality, reliability and a customer focused service.
Customers’ cargoes are handled with the highest degree of safety and professionalism worldwide.
HANSA HEAVY LIFT is wholly owned by Oaktree. Oaktree is an international, long-term investor providing
financial resources and operational capabilities to support companies in achieving growth and long-term
value. It has more than $80 billion of assets under management.
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